Fifty multiple sclerosis (MS) and forty-one matched control subjects were administered a word stem completion task and the California Verbal Learning Test (CVLT). As predicted, priming in a conventional ''implicit'' task did not differ for MS and control groups, and under ''explicit'' instructions verbal list recall was significantly lower in the MS group with recognition intact. Application of the process dissociation procedure (Jacoby, Toth, & Yonelinas, 1993) to the word stem task demonstrated that conscious and unconscious processes both contribute to remembering in MS. Exploratory analyses found no group differences in words remembered under inclusion nor exclusion conditions, though preliminary estimates for MS automatic processing exceeded those for controls. As predicted, prospective metamemory judgments reflected subsequent performance for both groups in the inclusion but not the exclusion condition. By contrast, retrospective monitoring for both groups reflected memory performance in both conditions. However post hoc analyses demonstrated that those MS subjects who employed more automatic processing were less aware retrospectively of their successful remembering under exclusion than MS subjects who used less automatic processing.
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Previous studies of memory in multiple sclerosis (MS) have focused on impaired recall in explicit memory tasks (Grafman, Rao, & Litvan, 1990) and have reported poor awareness of these memory deficits when they occur (Beatty & Monson, 1991) . The present study attempts to better understand the nature of these reported memory and metamemory deficits in MS by utilizing Jacoby et al. 's (1993) procedure for separating out the key processes that contribute to remembering. It also examines separate metamemory judg-
